JOHN TRIMMER reporting:
SWANNING AROUND IN
SWANAGE AND GREAT YARMOUTH
Debs and I went down to Swanage for a week of R&R and what
a week! We were joined by RACS members from Bexhill —
Karen and Mickey — and decided to make the best of the Indian
summer by visiting several top-quality pubs, including the
Bankes Arms at Studland, a super brew pub, where we watched
ring-necked parrots flying around; the Red Lion, Swanage, a
previous winner of the East Dorset CAMRA pub of the year; the
White Lion, also in Swanage, which serves a fantastic pint of
Piddle (I joke you not —
see photo right!).
We also experienced
oysters and Cava — oysters
opened in front of us,
seated on the quay with
the sun glistening on the
sea, not to mention the
fresh fish caught in the bay.
Unfortunately, we had to leave
early on the Saturday morning
(5.15am) to join the RACS
trip to the BlackFriars Brewery
in Great Yarmouth.
After a two-hour coach journey
(with Garry from Anita’s) we
arrived at Great Yarmouth seafront, where Miss Trip (Hannah),
Lucy and Chris got off to try the rides, while we headed up the
beach road to
the brewery
which we found
easily. We
trooped into the
courtyard of the

brewery, which was a former fish packing centre. BlackFriars is a
very professionally-run organisation with a history of Britain, Great
Yarmouth, the old Lacons brewery — a fore-runner of BlackFriars,
named after the Carmelite monks who came here centuries ago.
Straightaway the hospitality began - glasses were produced as
well as, it seemed, a never-ending supply of beer initially Maritime
at 5%, a good place to start!
After several jugs it was time
for the excellent, freshly
cooked fish and chips and
then, suitably fortified it was
time for the brewery trip led
by Bill Russell (who after a
successful career as a
teacher, headteacher and
schools inspector embarked
on a complete change of
direction and trained as a
brewer), though to call it just
a brewery trip is to do it an injustice. Bill gave us a lesson in
brewing beer and an insight into the thinking behind the small, but
growing, business — beer will be available
via the internet from October. At the end we
were invited to try their range of beers:
Yarmouth Ale at 3.8%, light in ABV but big
on flavour; Whyte Angel 4.5% , hoppy and
citrussy, my favourite and at the end I
bought 4pints in a fantastic-shaped bottle;
we’d drunk all the Maritime by this time, so it
was on to Audit Ale at a whopping 8%, which was as you would
expect an 8% to be - hardly a
session beer, quite heavy, but in a
good way. We also got to try their
bottled Christmas beer from last year
- delicious and spicy and just right to
add to your Christmas pudding.
The brewery trip was due to finish at
2pm but it was 4pm before we

wandered down the front to see the full Yarmouth scene —
seafood stalls, rock, ice cream and arcades. All too soon it
was time to head back for the coach. Many people took
advantage and shut their eyes a bit.
What a fantastic day. What splendid hospitality and what
lovely people run the BlackFriars brewery. I can only see
them going from strength to strength, which in my opinion is
well deserved. Thank you again for our visit and we shall
probably come again whether in a group or as individuals.

John’s bottle safely anchored on
the coach for the return journey

